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Dear Readers
Garrett and I would like to thank you for being such supportive and
faithful members of our blog community. Your participation and
encouragement is very gratifying. We love hanging out with you.

The blogs included in this ebook are ones that generated the most response and/or
curiosity. Each of us is on a personal leadership journey and the top 12 blogs of
2017 seemed to propel us just a little further. We deeply believe that connecting
accountability , respect and abundance ( The Character Triangle ) will always help
us advance ourselves and others !
We hope you will continue to be a part of our tribe in 2018 and we wish you and
your loved ones all the very best. Please feel free to share this ebook with
whomever you wish.
Seasons' Greetings in The Triangle Lorne and Garrett

About Lorne Rubis
The constant in Lorne’s diverse career is his ability to successfully lead
organizations through signiﬁcant change.

Lorne's career has focused on culture, leadership and transformation. He received
an education degree from the University of Alberta (he even played Golden Bears
Football) and started out his career as a teacher. He then completed a Master of
Science in Industrial and Labor Relations from the University of Oregon, cofounded an Alberta based business, and was eventually recruited to work in the
U.S. During his 25 years based in America, he held executive positions in a number
of tech companies, including working directly for the Chairman and CEO of a
fortune 50 company. And attention hockey fans –he even had a stint as VP
Operations with the Los Angeles Kings. Prior to joining ATB Financial where he
took on the role as Chief People Oﬃcer, Lorne was the president and chief
executive oﬃcer of Ryzex, a U.S. based, privately held, international technology
company.
His career journey has sparked a passion for personal leadership and organization
culture. He blogs/podcasts frequently about getting the most out of work and life
situations through a focus on Respect, Abundance and Accountability – the three
tenants of The Character Triangle, also the title of his book. Lorne loves working
with people and is passionate about inspiring personal leadership improvement at
all levels. He is also a sought after thought leader and speaker on matters related to
leadership, culture and the emerging workplaces.
Lorne and his wife Kathleen (his high school prom date) reside in Alberta and make
it an everyday mission to connect with their three adult children and grandchildren,
who now live in the U.S. and U.K. They all gather as a family whenever they can at
the Rubis home in Naramata, BC.

I'm Burying My Husband
Today
Key Point: Contribution awareness and action builds and rebuilds self-conﬁdence!
The title of this blog refers to a journal entry by Sheryl Sandberg, the COO of
Facebook, four days after her husband suddenly died. She and one of my favorite
academics, Wharton’s Adam Grant, have just published a book titled, Option B:
Facing Adversity, Building Resilience, and Finding Joy. Sandberg tragically lost her
husband, Dave Goldberg, while they were celebrating a friend’s birthday at a resort
in Mexico. Goldberg went to the gym, had a cardiac arrhythmia, and died. Option
B, with superb guidance and contribution from Grant, is Sandberg’s journey
through the sadness and anger, to her choice to ﬁnd happiness again.
I’m just starting the book and ﬂipped to Chapter 4 on “Self Compassion and SelfConﬁdence.” I was immediately captured by a very important insight regarding that
condition and characteristic we all deserve: SELF-CONFIDENCE. Sandberg was
struggling to regain conﬁdence upon returning to Facebook after this shattering
experience of suddenly losing her husband. While she was challenged to appreciate
what to be grateful for, she was stymied even more in regaining conﬁdence. Adam
Grant and a colleague, Jane Dutton, pointed out to Sandberg, that gratitude lists
were helpful but served a different purpose. What she really needed to do to
rebuild conﬁdence was the act of daily journaling “contribution lists.” Gratitude lists
make us thankful, yet are primarily passive in nature. Contribution journaling on the
other hand, refers to how we are active and make a difference in our daily lives.
Sandberg now encourages friends and teammates to regularly write down
contribution lists every day, and the overwhelming feedback from people who take
her advice is: “I wish I would have started this sooner.” As Sandberg notes, empathy
and compassion are important and from her perspective, encouragement is even
better… Especially when it starts within.

I feel self-conﬁdence is so very important, yet so elusive for far too many people.
Finding and expanding conﬁdence is so much more in our control when we think in
terms of acknowledging small, valued contributions every day!
Character Moves:
1. Every night before you wrap things up and close your eyes, write down and/or
recount to yourself what contributions you made that day, however small. Over
time, you will build a wonderful summary of how you make a positive
difference. This builds well-recognized and earned self-conﬁdence. Please do
1. this!!
2. And then write down a few things you are grateful for. Doing both will make a
difference to the most important person in your life… YOU. And you are so worth
it.
More self-conﬁdence in The Triangle,
Lorne
One Millennial View: I think most Millennials learn that conﬁdence is one of the
most important things we can possess. Whether it’s job interviews, presentations,
proposals, or even socializing outside of the oﬃce: Conﬁdence is key. I guess, if you
don’t believe in yourself, how can you expect anyone else to? Hey, I might even try
journaling a daily “contribution list.”
– Garrett
Edited and published by Garrett Rubis

I Love Purple Chicks!

Key Point: Innovation and even disruptive ideas are often right in front of us; just
not in plain sight. The trick is to ﬁnd ways to set these ideas FREE. Too often,
they’re hiding in the wonderful minds of ALL the people around us.
What would you do if predatory hawks were continuously eating over half of your
baby chicks, the essence of sustaining your life as a chicken farmer? That was the
recent experience of African chicken farmers. Raptors had come to treat their farms
like an “all you can eat” chicken buffet. So these Tanzanian farmers, somewhat at
their wit’s end as what to do, sat with an open mind to hear what their tribal elders
might suggest to solve this big time problem. And what did these sage folks come
up with as a solution? Hide the chicks in plain site! Huh? Yup, they brilliantly
recommended painting the chicks with a bio degradable purple dye, thereby
confusing the birds of prey.

So the deal is hawks cannot recognize anything purple as edible to them. They can
literally land in front of a purple chick and see something moving, just not lunch.
The strategy had been very successful for the farmers. From losing 80 percent of
their chicks they are now saving 80 percent; a huge turnaround and literally life
changing (for both the farmers and baby chickens).
This story was told by Terry O’Reilly after a customer dinner our company hosted
this week. Terry is widely known as an advertising guru and the host of the hugely
popular CBC radio show, “Under the Inﬂuence.” His soon to be released book “This
I Know,” is a guaranteed best seller. Terry’s message in the purple chicken story was

to stress the importance of ensuring psychological safety in all organizations so
people at any level can freely propose ANY idea. This needs to be coupled with
modern organization leadership, encouraging and expecting employees to unleash
their own “purple chicken” ideas. Then leaders need to be open to receiving those
ideas and putting that creativity to work. It is unacceptable to open up and
promote more creativity with no way of executing. Painting the chicks was a great
idea AND the farmers had to get the paint and then do it!
Terry’s closing question to the dinner audience was: Imagine if you were the person
in your tribe with the unorthodox proposal of painting the chicks purple. Who
would really listen? Would people be open or would you get ignored and/or thrown
out of the tribe? How does your culture really support innovation as a way of life?
Character Moves:
1. When it comes to ﬁnding solutions the best ones can be right there in the most
obvious places; hiding like purple chickens right out in the open. We just need to
be present enough to ﬁnd and receive them. How good is your organization in
tapping into your entire employee community for innovative solutions? How do
you know? What evidence do you have? How do you do it? Improve on it?
2. Most of us are living in a world where the metaphorical hawks are circling above
and happy to eat us for lunch. We actually do need innovation to come from
outside and to assign people to help with that task. However, the biggest
opportunity is INSIDE and ﬁnding ways to have people at every level think and
act like there is no box. What can you do to better set ideas free? How many of
your personal ideas have been executed on? How many are still hidden and
out of sight?
Painting purple in the Triangle,
Lorne
One Millennial View: One of my favorite components of working in digital media is
the ability to try, adapt, and try again. Thanks to low overhead, a failed idea or
project doesn’t always cost much in digital. It can also be improved upon in real
time… Look at your favorite podcasts, YouTube channels, and other digital
productions. They’ve likely changed format, evolved, dropped some segments,

adopted others, and responded to user feedback. As far as I’m concerned, that’s
just chicken feathers turning purple over time, and fortunately no hawks get to
gobble up the entire coop in the process. It’s gratifying when we know feathers can
change colors.
– Garrett
Edited and published by Garrett Rubis

The Personal Equity
Investment
Key Point: What is the most important investment you’ll ever make? It’s not in real
estate, the stock market, or any other material matter. Rather, as most of us
intuitively know but sometimes need to be reminded, the most important
investment is in our personal selves. I call this “Personal Equity.” By focusing on
Personal Equity we want to consciously live with meaning, and part of the desired
outcome is to minimize an unnecessary accumulation of regrets related to action or
inaction. That is the essence of the “self accountability” value I write about and
regular readers know it is one of the three key components of The Character
Triangle.
After reading a Business Insider article by Rachel Gillette, where she refers to a
national survey about the regrets of a typical American, I was intrigued what people
had to say about this issue. The survey found 13 common sources for
regret: romance, family, education, career, ﬁnance, parenting, health,
“other,” friends, spirituality, community, leisure, and self. I thought I’d share some
regret comments from the article just to stimulate your thinking.
The key to personal equity investing is that while we want to fully live with love
and meaning, the integrity of our investment must come from ourselves ﬁrst. This is
very different from being “selﬁsh.” If we do not suﬃciently invest in ourselves ﬁrst,
I believe it is very diﬃcult to authentically and generously give to others.

“Self: Nobody is more worthy of love in the entire universe than you. I wish I had
reminded myself of that more… I could’ve saved all of that time where I was trying
to please someone else… Money you lose you can always make back. But even ﬁve
minutes of time lost is gone forever.

Romance: I regret that I never fell in love with someone who was in love with me,
when that would have been easy for me to do.
Children: For as long as I can remember, I have wanted to have kids. But in my
younger years, I foolishly assumed that unlike certain accomplishments like a
career, the marriage and kids thing would just happen.
Family/Parents: Sometimes, after a setback, I feel the impulse to call her, and in
the second or so that it takes for me to realize she isn’t alive to speak to any longer,
I realize how much I still need her.
Education: Post-secondary education is a major investment, like buying a house. It
shouldn’t be rushed into, but pursued when you are ready and know what you
want to do and what you want to get from it. Yes, if I could go back to my youth I
would’ve listened to my soul and began writing screenplays. Who knows what kind
of treasures I could’ve given the world if only I had listened to my heart instead of
everyone else.
Career: I regret not having had the courage to follow my calling. In my early 20s, I
was too nervous to give performing arts a try as a profession, although I was very
good at it. I love my current job, but if there is anything above it, it would the career
I chose not to try.
Finance: Don’t listen to that voice that says: If you quit this job or lose this income
you’ll never ﬁnd another. You will.
Parenting: Since I am very fortunate to have a kind, caring, and forgiving wife for
the past 38+ years, our children turned out OK. But, when we look through
pictures of those years, there is something noticeably absent… Me.
Mental Health: Much of the regrets that people accumulate are rooted in poor
mental health. There are literally millions of people who live with undiagnosed lowlevel depression that emerges through their 20s and becomes increasingly severe
and debilitating in their 30s. For me, this manifested itself in the form of selfmedication with drugs and alcohol initially, followed by ill-ﬁtting career choices.
Over time, negativity comes to dominate the internal monologue and you begin to
despise and short-change yourself. This can lead to many of the inactions that we
later regret. Self-doubt is a spiral of inertia and paralysis.

Physical Health: Health brings a freedom very few realize, until they no longer have
it.
Friendship: Often (the dying) would not truly realize the full beneﬁts of old friends
until their dying weeks and it was not always possible to track them down. Many
had become so caught up in their own lives that they had let golden friendships slip
by over the years. There were many deep regrets about not giving friendships the
time and effort that they deserved. Everyone misses their friends when they are
dying.
Charity: The time when I chose not to stop and help a stranger who clearly needed
it, justifying my decision with the fact that I was already running late and did not
want to take the chance that I would be drawn into something time consuming and
ﬁlled with drama. The brief look that passed between us has stayed with me.
Loneliness: When I was young, I was both very cocky and very insecure. I thought I
knew everything and was terriﬁed that I might actually know nothing. So with too
many things in my life, I tended to hack away at them in isolation, instead of asking
for help from older, more experienced folks.
Travel: My only regret is not traveling before I was 24. Since then I’ve seen an
enormous piece of this earth, but 24 was the most formative year of my life
speciﬁcally because I travelled, and speciﬁcally it set the tone for the rest of my life
as a traveller. Had I shifted that up I’d be 5 years ahead of where I am now in
matters like conﬁdence, experience, and wisdom, really.
Worry: Over and over, as the 1,200 elders in our Cornell Legacy Project reﬂected
on their lives, I heard versions of ‘I would have spent less time worrying’ and ‘I
regret that I worried so much about everything.’ Indeed, from the vantage point of
late life, many people felt that if given a single ‘do-over’ in life, they would like to
have all the time back they spent fretting anxiously about the future.”
Character Moves:
1. Do you see yourself in any of these regrets? How many regrets related to
INACTION would you like to pile up for your old age summary?
2. Do more, do it now, WORRY LESS. You’re worth it. Investing in your personal

equity makes you richer in every way.
Fewer inaction regrets in The Triangle,
Lorne
One Millennial View: Goodness! If that wasn’t sobering, you didn’t read it. As
Millennials, the last thing we probably think about is giving a synopsis about
something we’ve experienced and likely won’t experience again, but as you read
above note: What we do matters, and maybe strive for a more uplifting story when
Business Insider surveys you one day. Sheesh.
– Garrett

Be Exponential and Ignite an
MTP

Key Point: Todays leading and often disruptive organizations have a Massive
Transformative Purpose or MTP! They are indeed exponential organizations. The
term “Exponential Organization” was ﬁrst introduced and deﬁned in 2014 by Salim
Ismail, Michael S. Malone and Yuri van Geest in their book Exponential
Organizations: Why New Organizations Are Ten Times Better, Faster, Cheaper Than
Yours (and What to Do About It). They deﬁne it as:

“An Exponential Organization is one whose impact (or output) is disproportionally
large—at least 10x larger—compared to its peers because of the use of new
organizational techniques that leverage accelerating technologies.”
Some real examples of Exponential Organizations that have successfully increased
their results, at least 10x with respect to their competitors or other reference
companies are: Google, Valve, Github, Netﬂix, Tesla, Airbnb, Uber, etc. These
companies have not only achieved unbelievable growth ratios, they are also
transforming the industries in which they are positioned and are forcing their
competitors to completely reinvent themselves. Every industry is vulnerable. Look
out, banks! And as a leader in one, I feel this sense of incredible responsibility and
urgency to become part of an Exponential Organization than to be replaced by
one.
So what kind of leadership is required in these types of companies? According to
the authors, one needs to embrace all the classic and expected elements we’ve
learned about leadership to date, plus the following traits:
1. “Be a visionary customer advocate; become totally involved in every aspect of
the customer experience.

2. Be a data driven experimentalist; apply the lean startup approach to everything
and use of data to create order out high-speed chaos.
3. Be an optimistic realist: Recognize that most people ﬁnd transformation
disconcerting, and build conﬁdence through recognizing reality with optimism.
4. Be extremely adaptable; you better be continuously reinventing yourself as a
leader. You ﬁrst, before anyone else.
5. Be radically open; invite channels of transparency and openness to and from
everywhere. Learn how to differentiate important signals from noise.

6. Be hyper-conﬁdent; have the courage to always do what you believe is the best
for the organization over oneself; must be willing to be ﬁred, have the ability to
disrupt yourself and the organization continuously.”
Character Moves:
1. Learn about Exponential Organizations (ExOs), study what they do, how they
did it and how it might apply to you personally. Both mature companies and
startups are capable of being ExO disrupters! Everything is a process, including
becoming an ExO!
2. Explore the behaviors underlying the six leadership traits above. Learn about the
leaders of these ExO companies. They have a personal leadership process too.
What is it? And, know they can’t do it alone!
3. Learn about the craft of developing an MTP (Massive Transformative Purpose). It
is much more than a vision and simple mission. It’s bigger than an audacious goal.
Exponential in The Triangle,
– Lorne
One Millennial View: I love the Gary Vaynerchuk quote that says, “The thought,
and nature of people saying, ‘Well America is an entrepreneurial paradise,’ is the
same conversation that’s happening within America of like, ‘to be great in tech, you
need to be in San Francisco.’ And let me just remind everybody, that Facebook was
invented in Boston.” It’s common for kids to grow up wanting to be superstars on
an athletic ﬁeld. Those dreams can die with an injury, or the inability to sink a
basketball shot. But who really says you can’t make up your own rules and your
own scoreboard to win big in your own industry? That seems like a playbook
everyone has access to at least open.
– Garrett
Edited and published by Garrett Rubis

Seek Cold Instead of Heat?

Key Point: Disruption is all around us and intentionally getting uncomfortable,
perhaps “cold,” seems to be a gateway to personal and organizational
transformation. My son Garrett, yup the same guy that co-authors, edits and
publishes this blog, switched me on to Wim Hof. He claims I could be the only
person in the informed world that may not have heard of the “Ice Man.” As I looked
into Wim, it is clear this man is more than a freak of nature. He is a serious student
of the body/mind and is scientiﬁcally challenging assumptions about our immune
system and more.
This following was originally published in AskMen UK.

“Hof: I discovered that I was able to inﬂuence my chemistry and make my body
alkaline, which means having a positive pH. I could then stay a whole night outside
in shorts in winter. Many years have passed since, but once you get a control like
that, you don’t feel normal boundaries, you have a different mindset. You begin to
believe you can do so much more.
Today,I have 26 world records. They range from the longest ice bath – one hour,
53 minutes and 42 seconds – to a marathon around the Arctic Circle in a pair of
shorts. Climbing until Everest’s deathzone was easy [he turned back because of a
injury he got doing a half marathon barefoot in freezing temperatures a couple of
months before]. It was! I found myself at 6,000 meters in a blizzard and I had to ﬁnd
my own way. I was alone for hours and hours, but it was probably my greatest
experience. Any mountain is possible, you just have to calculate the weather. Don’t
go into Mount Everest when storm clouds come up, just look at the weather
forecast – it’s not so diﬃcult…I love a hot shower – yes sir! If you experience a
really hot shower after being in the cold, you appreciate it so much more. It makes
life worth living.”
In late Jan. 2014, Hof climbed Mount Kilimanjaro in Tanzania with 25 others. In
only 48 hours, 24 of the 26 expedition members reached the summit, an
achievement that, until then, was thought impossible. A striking detail was that a
number of the members of the group suffered from a variety of diseases, such as
MS, rheumatism or cancer.
The following is a Hof review, from a cynic by the name of Scott Carney, who in
Jan. 2017 published a book entitled, What Doesn’t Kill Us:

“A few years ago I heard about a Dutch ﬁtness guru named Wim Hof who claimed
to be able to give people what sounded like superpowers–consciously controlling
their body temperature, their immune systems and oxygen consumption. I had just
written a book and given a Tedx talk about another guru making similarly
outlandish claims in the deserts of Arizona. That story ended in tragedy, with a man
dying on his search for enlightenment. I thought Wim Hof was just another
charlatan, so I got a commission from Playboy to set out to prove he was a fake.
Obviously, I was more than a little bit skeptical when I met Hof at his training
center in Poland. However, within a few days, he completely changed my mind. I
ended up meditating on the banks of a snowy river, melting the snow around me
with my body heat. I learned to hold my breath for three minutes at a stretch and
stand in the snow for hours at a time. At the end of the week I climbed a mountain
in Poland wearing only a bathing suit while the temperature plummeted to 4
degrees…
I know that a lot of this sounds crazy. I thought so too. But as I learned more, I
began to see results for myself. I learned to control my body temperature to such
an extent that last January, I climbed Mt. Kilimanjaro without a shirt–at a pace that
was three times faster than almost anyone ever attempts–making it to the rim of
the volcano in just 28 hours. There’s a lot more to say, of course, a ton of peerreviewed science that I’ve barely touched on here.”
For those of you intrigued like I am, below is the high level framework Hof applies:

“COLD THERAPY
The cold is your warm friend. Exposing your body to it in the right way starts a
cascade of health beneﬁts, including the buildup of brown adipose tissue and
subsequent fat loss, reduced inﬂammation to facilitate a fortiﬁed immune system,
balanced hormone levels, improved sleep quality, and the production of endorphins
— the feel-good chemicals in the brain that naturally elevate your mood.

BREATHING
We’re always breathing, yet we’re mostly unaware of its tremendous potential.
Heightened oxygen levels hold a treasure trove of beneﬁts, and the specialized
breathing technique of the Wim Hof Method unearths them all: more energy,
reduced stress levels, and an augmented immune response to swiftly deal with
pathogens.

COMMITMENT
The third pillar is the foundation of the other two: both cold exposure and
conscious breathing require patience and dedication in order to be fully mastered.
Armed with focus and determination you are ready to explore and eventually
master your own body and mind.”
Character Moves:
1. This is what I mean when I say, “Seek Heat.” In Hof’s case “seeking heat”
involves seeking the cold and being self-aware enough to ingest rich learning
from it. (P.S. lots of transformative people like Tony Robbins and Tim Ferriss are
applying Hof’s methods).
2. Consider exploring, if not embracing Hof’s principles as noted above.

3. Darn… It seems like hard work and discipline is involved. Why would it be easy?
Greatness always involves dedication, sacriﬁce and grit! And a mindset to seek heat
or perhaps cold!
Cold shower in The Triangle,
Lorne
One Millennial View: After a very quick tutorial, I woke up this morning and tried
Hof’s very simple pre-cold shower breathing method while still lying in bed. At the
end of a warm shower, I turned the water cold and stood underneath frigid water
for about 30 seconds. I’ve been forced to take cold showers before (which I’ve
loathed), but this time it was tolerable and I left the house with pep in my step. I’ll
try it again tomorrow. I told a few co-workers, who seemed less intrigued and gave
more of a “if I don’t have to, why would I?” response. Fair. And I don’t have an
answer. But, it certainly made my 4 a.m. wake up way more invigorating; I’ll start
from there.
– Garrett
Edited and published by Garrett Rubis

Retire 'Retirement?'

Key Point: Retirement may need to be “retired.” When life expectancy was
averaging about 70 years in the western world, somebody came up with the idea of
retirement at age 65; even early retirement. Of course, deﬁned beneﬁt pension
plans that were common until the last decade (when you’re guaranteed a certain
percentage of your best income when you qualify), helped with the process. Also,
the middle working-class often had jobs that involved a fair amount of manual
labor. After 65, there is no doubt that the body just isn’t the same. However, the
concept of retirement today may be a misguided idea for many of us? I’m at a
chronological age where people ask me “when?” quite often. My response usually
includes the following:
1. In my current work I get to live my life’s purpose to lead, teach, coach, love and
transform everyday.
2. I deeply believe in the purpose of the company I work for and am able to
contribute to that in a meaningful way.
3. I work with people I genuinely love. They stimulate my personal growth, make
me laugh, and just invigorate the heck out of me.
4. I make darn good money that I use to mostly invest in other people and
purposes I deeply care about.
So, I ask people if retirement means I have to ﬁnd new channels for my life’s
purpose, seek out new people to thrive with, and make no money for investing in
others; well why would I want to intentionally do that? Yes, I would like to be in
fewer meetings, travel a little less, spend more time with my family/friends and
maybe read a few more ﬁction books. I think I can do that while I’m “working” if I
prioritize better. However, the idea of getting up and primarily self-indulging is not
appealing. In my framework, that means I’m “unemployed” not retired. And I believe
my life’s very best work and contribution is still well out in front of me. My fondest
wish is to have all my loves around me when I die (ideally at age 100+) AND earlier
in that day (with all my loved ones joining in), I would have had rich conversations,
written a blog, read some cool stuff on Flipboard, ate a ﬁlet with a great red Zin, a
Titos martini with three giant olives as an appetizer, and belly laughed many times…
Oh, and sent out two invoices for work I recently completed for a customer.
A friend of mine sent me this the other day. I thinks it’s simple and profound. It was
written by Neil Pasricha, for quietrev.com.

“Never retire.
There’s a big reason the healthiest societies in the world have no word
for retirement. I believe retirement is a false concept based on assumptions no
longer true. Age 65 retirement was invented when average lifespan was 70. What’s
the solution? Keep working. And make sure whatever you’re doing includes the 4
S’s of meaningful work:
S – Social
We are the most social mammals on the planet for a reason, and it’s not just the
extroverts who can master this. Look, according to Stumbling on Happiness by
Harvard psychologist Daniel Gilbert, our social relationships have a greater effect
on our happiness than our income, religion, gender, or even health. What does a
good workplace foster? Small team dinners. CEO AMAs. Lunch walking groups.
Work sports leagues. If these are missing, start one.
S – Structure
There are 168 hours in a week. Fifty-six are for sleep (eight hours a night if you can
get it), 56 for work (including things like commuting and extra work at home), and
56 for your passion. On structure, there are two things to point out. One, work
helps create and pay for your third bucket—the fun bucket, the passion bucket. And
two, if everyone in this structure has a third bucket, what can each person bring in
from outside of work? Can the word nerd start a book club? Can the hospital
volunteer start a company volunteer program? Can the late night DJ plan the
Christmas party? Work structure should allow outside work passions to be big
parts of our lives.
S – Stimulation
Always be on the lookout to learn something new. In every job you have, ensure
the steepest possible learning curves are between ‘value giving’ and ‘value getting.’
Examples to make sure this happens are things such as staying a maximum of two
years in roles, initiating job sharing or job trades, planning regular development
sessions, and scheduling quarterly growth meetings with one and two-up
managers. Make sure you can always say yes to the question ‘Am I learning a lot
and adding a lot?’ If your answer is tilted one way, it means you’re giving something

else up.
S – Story
‘Story; is all about feeling that you’re part of something bigger than yourself. It’s
about ﬁrst ensuring the company’s mission and higher-level purpose capture the
heart and then bringing the mission to life by regularly sharing customer stories,
hanging anecdotal posters on walls, and talking about it at open or closed meetings.
…What’s your company story?”
Character Moves:
1. Forget thinking about the day you’re going to retire. Live the perpetually
imperfect life you love and appreciate NOW. (Although ﬁnancially, plan for a
time when for some reason you can’t work). There is NO guaranteed happiness
in retirement.
2. Focus on making your work/life more meaningful by progressing on the 4 S’s!
And then one day, you die happy knowing that you were still moving for most of
the day.
Meaningful in The Triangle,
– Lorne
One Millennial View: Heck! Yes! As we approach The Masters next week, this gets
me thinking about the life of a professional golfer. To me, these players have it
ﬁgured out… They are professional athletes who get to make an incredible living,
and travel to the nicest courses in the most beautiful places on the planet, playing
the game they love. Unlike other pro athletes, it’s low impact and they can
potentially swing clubs forever. (Of course, golf is also a very charitable oriented
game as well). We are probably not going to be pro golfers, but with whatever
you’re most passionate about, it would be great to approach it like a golfer instead
of, say, a pro football player who maxes out earnings and retires with a mangled
body by age 30. Keep walking that course as long as you can.
– Garrett

Edited and published by Garrett Rubis

Peer-to-Peer Power 10x

Key Point: Peer-to-peer power. I thought I understood how important this idea was
and then recently watched this principle blossom into something that made me
realize it can truly be exponential in advancing both results and culture.
My organization needed 50 people to lead a major initiative with the mandate to
truly revolutionize the way we work; 5,000 plus team members contributing in
much more collaborative and productive ways. We did NOT ask for leaders to
recommend candidates. Rather, we outlined exactly what attributes we were
looking for and invited people to “audition.” The result was remarkable… Hundreds
of passionate, excited prospects emerged, many that we would likely have never
“found” through the normal channels.
When we selected the ﬁnal 50, they represented every level and other identity
domain of the company; region, age, experience, gender, line of business, etc. We
then asked them to leave their roles, titles and rest “at the door” as they came
together for a 30 day boot camp. Their ﬁnal output was to present a
detailed framework for revolutionizing the way work; including but not limited to
implementing a new productivity technology platform (Google’s G Suite), 10x
better processes, measurable milestones, and so on. The “capstone” presentations
that represented their work were given thus past Friday, followed by a “graduating”
ceremony and celebration. The content of the work was stunningly exceptional.
As the cohort gathered in a circle to recount how the 30-day boot camp experience
impacted them personally and professionally, it was somewhat “jaw dropping” in
the most inspirational way. The respect, gratitude, growth and overwhelming sense
of collective accomplishment was astonishing. I have seen teams come together in
the past, but this was something special… Actually, magical.
The experience and observation reinforced that unleashing more of this peer
power
is a vital competent of modern organizations. The principles include and are not
limited to the following:
1. Provide for people to raise their hands and audition; transparently invite passion
to prevail over managers’ nominations and selections.
2. Bring people from every part of the company fabric to come together as a
dedicated cohort to bust artiﬁcial silos into oblivion.
3. Let titles and position stature become subordinate to the ideas, imagination, and

1. unique skills of a cohort.
2. Understand that people will come together in deep care and respect for each
other if the purpose is clear and values/expectations are intentionally stated.
3. Recognize that many “hives” of these groups coming together in short powerful
sprints will revolutionize the organization.
This is the way work should and will be done. Yes, we will have individual
responsibilities and accountability. And we will have a direct “boss.” However, much
of our time and contribution will be spent on strategically important initiatives
where we can jump in and give our most incredible best. This will involve providing
an organization/social platform where a genius collection of skills, attributes,
imagination and ideas prevail over traditional vertical structures. How powerful…
How democratizing… How profoundly 10x better. It will result in a work
revolution.
Character Moves:
1. If you could raise your hand and audition for an initiative that could change your
organization in a 10x way, what would that be? Who would you like to work
with? How fast could you come up with exponential recommendations? What
stops you from doing it? How could you change that?
Peer Power in The Triangle,
Lorne
One Millennial View: Wow, how cool. Y’know? More and more, I’m under the
impression that some people make up their own roadblocks and create reasons
they are unable to “raise their hand” and propose 10x improvement. It could be
fear, or wanting to maintain comfort, or a million other misinterpretations… But I’d
be willing to raise my hand and bet that as long as the objective has the intention
to beneﬁt the whole company, anyone can deliver their idea to any higher up worth
their salt. Auditioning can be scary, but if you never do it, you’ll never get the part.
(Little tip straight from Hollywood, ha).
– Garrett
Edited and published by Garrett Rubis

What's Better Than Being
Smart?

Key Point: The ability to shift perspective is better than being smart. That’s the
view expressed by Astro Teller, the leader who runs Google’s moonshot
business, X. Chris McQueen, another Googler and the guy who leads Google’s
Innovation lab, heads many of Google’s transformation and ideation sessions out of
the famous “Google Garage.” He deftly makes this “perception” point by telling a
story he shared with a number of us fortunate enough to spend a day with him this
past week.
A friend of McQueen’s is a crazy gear head and wanted to share that enthusiasm
with his newborn infant by immediately hanging a car themed mobile over the crib.
Surely the little one would be excited to view these bright, shiny vehicles and
quickly begin a shared paternal love for the automobile. Much to his friend’s
chagrin, the baby just never seemed to show any interest in the colorful, beautiful
mobile. One day, the dad bent down to make up the crib and happened to see what
the mobile looked like from the baby’s perspective. He was shocked to observe that
instead of ogling, cooing, inspiring cars, the toys looked like a bunch of intertwined,
unattractive sticks. It was nothing like the view from the top of the crib, or even
from the side. His friend realized that the mobile was essentially for him and not at
all interesting from the baby’s point of view. Hmm.
This simple, yet impactful little story reminds us when we want to deliver
something of meaning to others, we have to be sure that we are looking from the
perspective of the receiver or user. Otherwise, the service or product we offer is
more often about us than them. During his workshops, McQueen emphasizes the
only real way to deeply understand and achieve this valued actionable viewpoint, is
to connect the user and their needs through observation and data. Doing this well
results in actionable insight from the users’ perspective. This is often easier said
than done and usually requires iterative work, including fast prototyping and
testing before we invest (regardless of how well intended or how strongly we
believe in our interpretation).
While I’m sharing “McQueen Nuggets,” I thought I’d provide another represented in
his San Francisco “pothole” story. Chris asked us how we would prioritize ﬁxing ALL
the potholes in San Francisco (or any other place for that matter). This is under the
assumption that it is not practical, feasible or economical to ﬁx all of them at once.
The obvious thing is to ﬁll in the big ones that could cause harm or damage to

people and transport. However, the next logical place would be to repair the holes
that experience the most traﬃc. This simple and helpful guide is a principle many
organizations could beneﬁt from: Map the journeys your most valuable customers
take and ﬁx every pothole where they frequently travel!
Character Moves:
1. Remember that you can add to your IQ signiﬁcantly by being a naive and open
learner; continuously and consciously lifting and shifting your perception. See
things from every angle other than just where you are standing. Pay extra
attention to the view of others/users you really want to meaningfully serve.
2. Map the journey of these users, smooth over the potholes of their roads most
travelled, and you will be a friction, ﬁxing genius. It is focused attention and priority
more than just throwing resources at problems.
3. Become a Googler in attitude and action… You and I too can think Google X: It’s
simple, possible, and still hard.
Googley in The Triangle,
Lorne
One Millennial View: I think as Millennials, we thrive on user/customer generated
feedback. We want to inquire about what “potholes” we can ﬁx ﬁrst. Thankfully,
there’s always a great platform for this type of communication. But we also know
the asphalt is always going to get torn up somehow, and need to be on the lookout.
It’s a bumpy road out there, but if you learn how to navigate and adapt to the
journey by asking those who frequent the commute, it’s a lot smoother.
– Garrett
Edited and published by Garrett Rubis

The Power of a Little 'WOW'
Key Point: I’m a huge fan of the little “WOW” and the positive impact it can have
on people every day. I think it does require somewhat of a self-nudge to execute on
the idea. Ideally, we wake up thinking about what contributions we want to make
and then conﬁrm the results by recording them in our continuous contribution
journal before we call it a night. (I know many of you do this virtually rather than on
paper). I wonder what the exponential impact might be if we made a point of
looking to add just one little “WOW” to that list?
Our company has 10 stated values we call the “ATBs.” One of them is about
constantly seeking ways to bring “WOW” to customers and each other. When we
get together with new hires during what we call “Culture Day,” we talk about what
it means to accomplish this. Sometimes the “WOW” stories are the “BIG WOW;”
people literally doing something that is over the top, jaw dropping, remarkable. As
an example, we had one of our team members put on a hazmat suit and enter a
court room to help a customer get vital banking documentation signed. After a
disasterous ﬂood, we had busloads of our team members volunteer for days,
digging peoples’ houses out the residual mud. The “BIG WOW” stories are plentiful
and legendary in our company. We’re very proud of them and they help deﬁne the
essence of who we are.
What we may not fully appreciate, however, is the additional power of becoming a
culture deﬁned by daily “little WOWS.” A movement of “little WOWs” would
build upon the belief that everyone really matters and reinforce our commitment to
really SEE each other. And it conﬁrms the notion that people remember us most for
how we make them feel.
During Culture Day we play a video that demonstrates how one of our bankers
practiced all of our 10 ATBs to make a couple of our customers’ lives much richer
and happier. We see how our teammate’s actions had an unbelievable, life altering

impact on these people. It almost always chokes me (and the rest of the audience)
up when I watch it. After the video, 130 of the new hires decided to do a little
“WOW” for that teammate, by sending her ﬂowers at work that very day. Yes,
delivering this little “WOW” involved a modest amount of money, but in most cases
small “WOWs” can be free. It is usually an act of appreciation and
acknowledgement. Think what might happen if we all did just one little “WOW”
each day? It might cause a “WOW” revolution?
Character Moves:
1. Every day between now and the rest of the year, I’m going to look to add at
least one intentional act of “WOW” to my daily contribution list. I just think it
will be personally gratifying. I’ll just take that little extra step to really SEE
someone and “WOW” them in a small way.
2. Would you care to join me? Why not start a little “WOW” revolution out there?
How great would that be for all of us?
A little “WOW” in The Triangle,
Lorne
One Millennial View: I’d like to see how many people believe they work in
companies that encourage “little WOWs,” let alone any real “WOWs” at all. It’s sad
to think that too many “WOWs” out there just consist of, “wow!! I don’t loath my
job!” But, now that we’re aware there are organizations that do care about their
employees as well as cultures that “see” and “wow” workers, everyone can be
inspired to contribute to that standard… And if it doesn’t exist where you work,
maybe that little “wow revolution” can start with you.
– Garrett
Edited and published by Garrett Rubis

Great Leaders Are Great
Storytellers
Key Point: If you want to inspire team members, you have to make a personal,
emotional connection. One of the key competencies of great leaders is the ability
to have team members emotionally relate to a desired future state; ideally a
massive transformative purpose (MTP). People literally have to feel, see, and use
other senses to “picture” milestones along the way. Data or other so-called points
of factual evidence are not suﬃcient. Emotion needs to be involved. Hence, great
leaders are great storytellers.
Christine Comaford, of the SmartTribes Institute, recently posted an exceptional
infographic outlining why leaders need to be great storytellers. Please invest in
carefully reviewing and learning from it. See below:

Character Moves:
1. Every day you have a storytelling opportunity to advance yourself, team, and/or
organization. How do you rate on the CURVE model? (Thank you SmartTribes
Institute).
2. Become an intentional storyteller by practicing the CURVE story model. It takes
practice, practice, practice. And the end result is: Did you move others to take
positive forward action? If not, you’re an entertainer at best and vanilla pudding
at worst. Be a more impactful leader by becoming a practiced storyteller.
Great CURVE in The Triangle,
Lorne
One Millennial View: This CURVE model is fantastic, especially when it comes to
the effects on brain activity, speciﬁcally neural coupling and dopamine. A
Millennial’s biggest concern at work may just be losing that “thrill,” and slipping into
a state of mindlessness that takes away any emotional desire to compete… Oops,
we woke up 20 years later and still haven’t progressed. That’s terrifying. That’s

surely not the story I want to tell, and it would be beneﬁcial to learn from great
leaders who need us to contribute in developing invigorating chapters as soon as
possible.
– Garrett
Edited and published by Garrett Rubis

Principle of Inversion and
Anti-Goals

Key Point: Let’s learn from Warren Buffett’s business partner, Charlie Munger, and
the co-founders of Tiny. First, reﬂect on these three Munger quotes: “1. A lot of
success in life and business comes from knowing what you want to avoid: Early
death, a bad marriage, etc…” “2. It is remarkable how much long-term advantage we
have gotten by trying to be consistently not stupid, instead of trying to be very
intelligent…” “3. Problems frequently get easier if you turn them around in reverse.
In other words, if you want to help India, the question you should ask is not ‘how
can I help India,’ it’s ‘what is doing the worst damage in India and how do I avoid
it?’”
Munger is talking about inversion in the last quote; the idea that problems are best
solved when they are reversed. It’s often easier to think about what you don’t want
before what you do. My experience is that both people and organizations are out of
balance regarding the amount of time spent determining what they want to achieve
versus what they’d like to avoid or stop doing. And strategic legacy planning
processes often just add stuff up without declaring anti-goals. The outcome
becomes lists of stuff to do/measure and are made up of executives’ favorite ideas
that reﬂect compromise more than clear intent.
I loved the blog by Tiny co-founder, Andrew Wilkinson, where he put Munger’s
wisdom into action. In his words:

“So, instead of thinking through what we wanted our perfect day to look like, we
thought about the worst day imaginable and how to avoid it. We inverted and came
up with what we call Anti-Goals.
Our worst possible day looked like this:
1. Full of long meetings.
2. A packed calendar.
3. Dealing with people we don’t like or trust.
4. Owing people things/not being in control/obligations.
5. Having to be at the oﬃce.
6. Travel.

7. Tired.
Working backwards from there, we made this set of Anti-Goals:
1. Never schedule an in-person meeting when it can otherwise be accomplished
via email or phone (or not at all).
2. No more than two hours of scheduled time per day.
3. No business or obligations with people we don’t like—even just a slight bad vibe
and it’s a hard no.
4. Never give up voting control of our businesses, no favors from people who
could need something from us (ensure the rule of reciprocity doesn’t kick in).
5. Work from a cafe across from a beautiful park where we can come and go as we
please with nobody to bother us.
6. Video conference or pay for people to come visit us.
7. Never schedule morning meetings, sleep in when needed.

Problem solved.
Of course, we still have the odd unavoidable crappy day, but these simple AntiGoals have made our lives immeasurably better by setting an Anti-Goal instead of a
goal. Try it sometime, it’s insanely simple and strangely powerful.”
Character Moves:
1. Try inversion and anti-goals. As Wilkinson notes, it is a simple yet powerful
process. Sometimes to be crystal clear about what you want, the best starting
route is to get there through declaring what you don’t want ﬁrst. I do argue
1. however that establishing BOTH goals and anti-goals are important. The
processes are related, but different. Connect them.
2. Don’t be become that person that whines about how stupid your schedule is,
how crazy hard you’re working, and how everyone/thing else is making you
miserable. Be self-accountable and do something about it. Try inversion and
anti-goals. It will help you break the cycle and move forward with more control
over your situation than you might realize.
Anti-goals in The Triangle,
Lorne

One Millennial View: I love Munger and Wilkinson’s quotes and the freedom
they’ve allotted themselves with anti-goals. Some Millennials might read this and
say, “But, I don’t have the professional control to accomplish my anti-goals.” That
could be the case at the moment, but, at least by “setting” anti-goals, you can get a
better sense of where you’d like to make your professional life more malleable as
you further your career.
– Garrett
Edited and published by Garrett Rubis

People Tell Me This Changed
Their Lives
Key Point: The most effective behavior applications or models are elegantly simple
to learn, yet deceptively diﬃcult to execute on. The wonderful aspect of this
“simple/diﬃcult” paradox is that once the behavior framework is understood,
continuous practice allows us to eventually become masters. But we never get to
an end. A commitment to mastery provides a never-ending runway for betterment.
Let me give you an example:
I have the privilege of leading our company’s “Culture Day.” At this monthly session,
all new hires attend (usually about 100 folks per month). During this important
gathering, along with our CEO and other execs, we focus the entire cohort on who
we are as a company. We deeply dive into our institutional purpose and values. At
the end of each day, we do a wrap up and ask attendees to highlight the learning
that most personally impacted them. (We also survey after). The leading learning,
after more than 36 Culture Days, is the following communication framework:
CONNECT –> UNDERSTAND –> ACT
I personally developed this framework a couple of years ago as we were attempting
to capture the principle of making a personal, emotional connection between
individuals, especially at the customer interface. We just returned from visiting the
apparel ecommerce superstar, Zappos, where we were amazed at how much they
invest in the principle of starting every customer conversation with a personal
connection. (Try calling their customer service to test this yourself, 1-800-9277671). At the same time, our brilliant learning team led by creative genius Debbie
Blakeman, began teaching every leader in the organization how to better advance
relationships through intentional conversation. During this “Conversations“ course,
we built on an idea ﬁrst coined by communication guru, Susan Scott. Her daunting

premise:
“THE CONVERSATION IS THE RELATIONSHIP AND THE RELATIONSHIP IS THE
CONVERSATION.”
When people embrace and really soak in the idea that the “conversation is the
relationship,” I can literally see the lights in the back of their eyes turn on. And
when I ask them to momentarily reﬂect on recent conversations with loved ones, I
see them fold inside themselves in deep thought. Snap! I then invite them to join
me in putting their emotional and intellectual energy around a very accessible
communication model that when followed, I promise, will advance ALL
conversations… Well, actually most folks literally lean forward. And that’s where
CONNECT –> UNDERSTAND –> ACT arrives for them. Now, I’d like to give you,
our wonderful readers, an abridged version.
Personal Leadership Moves:
1. Allow yourself to be continuously humbled and challenged by that piercing
phrase: ”The conversation IS the relationship AND the relationship is the
conversation.” In EVERY conversation, regardless how small or big, in person or
by text, ALWAYS START with an authentic CONNECTION between you and the
other. Face to face, it may be as simple as direct eye contact and a smile, or as
deep as sharing moments of intense joy or sadness. Always build a BRIDGE.
After all, you want to advance the conversation don’t you? Listen to master
communicators and they always ﬁnd the connection FIRST!
2. Next… And I do literally mean NEXT, FOCUS and INVEST in creating
UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN you and the other. Ask as many understanding
questions as possible. Be able to discern between what the other is saying and
what they really want. Be deeply present and engage all of your observation
senses, (obviously harder when just texting). Your only task in this part of the
FLOW is to conﬁrm understanding. You are self-accountable for that. Do not
put that burden on the other (hopefully they are doing the same).
3. NOW and only AFTER you conﬁdently believe mutual understanding is clearly
framed up, start exploring how to ACT. Start with describing what YOU might
do FIRST. Do not tell OR suggest what the other could or should do (unless
personal safety is involved). If you’ve been reasonably successful at ﬂowing
steps one through three above, you may have earned the right to use the action

phrase: “Have you considered?…”
P.S., I told you this was easy AND friggin’ hard at the same time. I’m continuously
working on this and may become a master one day?
CONNECT –> UNDERSTAND –> ACT in Personal Leadership,
Lorne Rubis
One Millennial View: Anyone else feel like they have a homework assignment? As
you can tell, this takes effort, care and discipline. You can easily imagine how this
method would be incredibly appreciated by those you’re communicating with on a
both a professional and personal basis. Wouldn’t it be great if that person on the
other end of the line always made that effort for you? Thankfully, we have the
choice and control to start by doing it for them, and hopefully they’ll catch on.
– Garrett
Edited and published by Garrett Rubis
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